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The greatest miracle is the miracle of
life; our ability to use our life ( as
opposed to spending it) by celebrating
and
realizing
our
individual
and
collective ability to build a better
present and future is real….and critical.
If you enjoy
this short, purposeful
allegory, please take a moment to share
it with others.

The Secret to Peace and Prosperity
A Short, Purposeful, Allegory
Three wise men and one wise woman were
walking in the woods, when they found a
special box, a box unlike any other,
hidden deep in the forest…
The three wise men approached the most
incredible treasure, the secret to peace
and prosperity…
The first wise man was too busy to see
the treasure…
The second wise man was too stressed to
see the treasure…

The third wise man fell to his knees and
wept because the greatest treasure, the
secret to peace and prosperity was
emblazoned on a simple blade of grass
that sat between the river of his
greatest desires and his most hidden
weaknesses and fear…
Live and lead with faith in your highest power and
dedication to following the universal values that
sustain your world, and you will discover the secret to
building your best self, best thoughts, best emotions
and best actions.

Live and lead with compassion and non-judgment towards
yourself and your fellow human beings, and you will
discover the secret to building humility, courage,
tenacity and resiliency in the face of change and pain.

Live and lead with love in your heart for the great gift
of life, and you will discover that the secret to peace
and prosperity lies not in what you can command, control
or acquire but in what you can give, receive and share.

The third wise man turned to the wise
woman with whom he shared his story, and
continued to cry because…

In reading what was written on that
simple blade of grass between his
greatest desires and his most hidden
weaknesses and fears…
He had opened his head, heart and soul to
that eternal flame that can transform all
that is into all that can be…
Today, as you are reading these words and
digesting this simple story; think about
the purpose of your life, pause and
reflect upon the reality that life and
the accoutrements of success and comfort
that you acquire on your journey are
simply on loan to you.
When you leave this life, all that you
have commanded, controlled and acquired
disappears.
But, the faith, compassion and love that
you have shared with others becomes a
legacy, an eternal, timeless treasure
that will remain in the hearts and minds
of those whose lives you have touched. A

gift that they can, in turn pass on to
others who seek to realize their
potential to make a difference in their
world.
Seize this moment, this day to think
about how you can build the faith,
compassion and love that can help you
take your life from good to great by
simply
starting
to
activate
your
potential to make a difference in the
life of another.
Because, all that we have, all that we
are, is nothing in comparison with what
we have the power to become when we
choose to live and lead from goodness to
greatness.
Be the miracle, see your
strengths and transform your challenges
into your lever for a better present and
future!
Carpe diem.
Yours in service,
Irene

More about Human Passion, Purpose and
Potential?
YOU Betcha.
Go ahead, get
inspired.
Enjoy one or more of the
following 19 posts and a Compendium of
98 Inspiring Podcasts and Interviews!
Against All Odds:
A True Story of Hope, Courage and
Leadership
I Will NOT Be Broken
From Victim to Victor
The Empowerment Compendium
Look Within-You Are The Secret
The Best And Worst Of Times
Our Greatest Hope
Rising to the Challenge Before Us
Success Equals The Reach And Resonance Of The Human Heart
The Secret To Personal Development And Growth
Be The Miracle
Rediscover Your Genius
The 18 Word Success Formula
True Happiness-Transformational Joy
The Happiness Compendium
Live And Lead Forward-Connect And Contribute
Goodness to Greatness Leadership
A Collection of Favorite Quotations
Great Read Excerpt and Review of Dare Dream Do by Whitney
Johnson

A Collection of
98 Inspiring Podcasts
and WebTV Interviews
Anything else?

YES.

Our new website and blog

with expanded

collaborators, programs and services for individuals,
organizations and emerging leaders debuts this soon.
Stay
Tuned!
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